Vizient Savings Actualyzer —
Purchased Services module
Expand your view of purchased services spending
Value

Detailed data to identify new cost-saving opportunities

As a supply chain professional you
want to demonstrate the value that
an efficient supply chain can bring to
your health care organization.
Through its most recent module —
purchased services — Vizient Savings
Actualyzer gives you visibility and
unprecedented insights into
purchased services spend. The
module helps heighten supply chain
efficiency and value by
enabling you to:

Considering purchased services represents 20 percent of an organization’s spend
on average — that’s a significant amount of spend you want to target for
standardization and cost-saving opportunities.

• View purchased services spend
by category

Now you can expand your view of supply costs while also looking deep into
categories. Using the Vizient Savings Actualyzer™ purchased services module
you get a comprehensive view of spend down to the line-item level.
Achieve focus and clarity by examining your purchased services spend by
category, and use the data to identify and act on savings opportunities — all
within the Savings Actualyzer platform. This comprehensive view ensures output
is normalized so that you’re always seeing an apples-to-apples comparison.

Average operating expenses

• Obtain data and insights to identify
potential standardization
opportunities

8%

• Use the data to identify, track and
measure savings
• Tie purchased services spend to
existing contract pricing terms

18%

56%

18%
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Salaries, wages
and beneﬁts

56%

Purchased services

18%

Supplies

18%

Other

8%

About Vizient Savings
Actualyzer

The purchased services module offers
new opportunities to reduce costs

Savings Actualyzer is a gamechanging solution that drives unique
value by integrating different
opportunity types into a single view
and providing a flexible framework to
track your initiatives. Savings
Actualyzer does all this while
continuously connected to a single
data source.

• Unravel an often difficult category of supply spend

Savings Actualyzer offers a confluence
of supply chain and precise analytics
to help drive down the cost of care. If
there’s a better price out there in the
supply cost universe, Savings
Actualyzer will help spot it and, more
importantly, help you understand
what might be driving its value.
Savings Actualyzer combines your
own data with real-time market data
to evaluate and illuminate the path to
greater opportunities and smarter
decisions for your organization.
Our solution moves beyond
opportunity identification to guide
you through the process of
prioritizing, tracking and measuring
the opportunity through completion.
By monitoring your initiative after it is
implemented, you can ensure that the
price you negotiated is the price that
you continue to pay.

• Gain a unified and consolidated view of purchased services spend across the
health system
• Categorize and track a broad spectrum of spend with easy module functions
• Use the established tools all within the flexible framework of Savings
Actualyzer

Discover specialized features of the module
Smart categorization — complex purchased services data set classified by
intelligent software on a timely basis
Insight into spend — quickly and easily understand purchased services spend
across categories, facilities and cost centers, down to the line-item level
Uncover savings — compare purchased services spend to other health systems
‘like you’ and understand where you can save
Access to contracts — get access to our knowledgeable advisory and consulting
services to maximize the best contracts and savings

Rely on our expertise
Vizient has a proven history of helping members drive down costs and optimize
product utilization and efficiency in the supply chain. Vizient Savings Actualyzer
supports these goals by bringing together in one application the necessary data
and work streams to help you make better purchasing decisions.
Our purchased services module enhances your capability for better decisionmaking, and ultimately greater cost savings.
Get better results with the help of our dedicated advisers
Our expert product advisers help members everyday use Savings Actualyzer to
uncover the path from opportunities to real savings.
Access the largest data source in the industry
Savings Actualyzer is built on the industry’s cleanest and largest pool of supply
data. Subscribers have access to more than 30 million prepopulated cross
references that are easily configured based on your unique needs. You’ll never
start your cost-reduction initiatives with a blank screen.

For more information contact
us at (800) 842-5146 or
supplychain@vizientinc.com.
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As the nation’s largest member-driven health care performance
improvement company, Vizient provides network-powered insights in
the critical areas of clinical, operational, and supply chain performance
and empowers members to deliver exceptional, cost-effective care.
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